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Technical Bulletin

The Superline is a pocket size marker.  This marker is con-
structed from precision machined, anodized aluminum com-
ponents and can be completely disassembled for cleaning
and repair.  A pocket clip is snapped onto the slip cap so it’s
with you when you need it.  To insure the valve won’t leak
during operation we use a viton o-ring.  Use Universal Type
FD ink for marking on both porous and non-porous materials.

The Superline marker uses interchangeable felt tips which thread
into a receiver in the valve assembly.  The wide variety of available
replacement tips make this marker more versatile.  Replacement
felt tips are packaged in quantities of one dozen per package.
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The SL-1 Superline marker is supplied with a round point felt tip

The SL-1C Superline marker is supplied with a chisel point felt tip

Superline Marker

(Fluid Capacity:  7.5 ml.)

Marker Shown:  SL-1 Superline Marker with round point felt tip

SL-1  -  SUPERLINE MARKER
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The StarMarker is the finest quality industrial fountain marker
on the market.  This marker is constructed from precision
machined aluminum components for durability and can be
completely disassembled for cleaning and repair.  Pressing
down on the felt tip opens the valve and feeds ink to the tip.
A viton o-ring ensures leak proof valve operation.  Use fast
drying Universal Type FD ink for marking on both porous
and non-porous materials.

StarMarker replacement felt tips thread onto the valve stem
and are available in both round and chisel point styles and
are packaged in quantities of one dozen per package.

(Fluid Capacity:  11 ml.)

SM-1  -  STARMARKER

StarMarker

The SM-1-C Starmarker is supplied with a chisel point felt tip

The SM-1 Starmarker is supplied with a round point felt tip
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Marker Shown:  SM-1 Starmarker with round point felt tip


